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27th October 2010

Dear subscriber,

Due to an unfortunate error during the production of this issue, the two lead articles and the two closing articles were mixed up:

- ‘Thinking About Distancing from Israel’/S.M. Cohen and A.Y. Kelman and
  ‘Trends in American Jewish Attachment to Israel: An Assessment of the “Distancing” Hypothesis’/T. Sasson, C. Kadushin, and L. Saxe, should have been at the beginning of the issue;
- ‘Distancing is Closer than Ever’/S.M. Cohen and A.Y. Kelman and ‘On Sampling, Evidence and Theory: Concluding Remarks on the Distancing Debate’/T. Sasson, C. Kadushin, and L. Saxe, should have been placed at the very end of the issue.

A correct version of the journal is available at
http://contemporaryjewry.org/24.html

Please accept our sincere apologies for the inconvenience caused.

Sincerely yours,

SPRINGER PRODUCTION